
BRAVE NEW WORLD RESEARCH PAPER THESIS

Below you will find five outstanding thesis statements for Brave New World by Aldous Huxley that can be used as essay
starters or paper topics. All five.

Without knowing it readers start to judge this societies way of life and start to compare it to their way of life in
the present world. Along with this plot, symbols and countless complex concepts make the book an
educational experience worthwhile. However different and horrible as the lives of individuals seem to be, in
actuality they are much better than ours are Even though the sciences are not yet used by the state to
manipulate and control people, they have to be controlled in order to avoid misuse. Brave New World,
Penguin Books,  Through these characters, we learn the true cost of a government-dominated society Some
might even go so far as to say it is an improvement. Reproduction is not allowed, ovaries are removed from
women and tampered with to condition them. Starting with toddlers, humans are conditioned to like or dislike
certain things using behaviorism. Despite knowing humans possess a predisposition to flaws, we show a
fascination with the search for perfection In a society in which individual rights are non-existent and people
are not permitted to develop unique identities, there can be no stability at all. There are three characters that
are not happy. Every little detail of a person's life is prearranged. Some people want to use cloning only for
scientific research and argue that it would be an extremely useful tool to fight diseases and find new cures for
genetic diseases. The World State contrasts to our current society in many ways, yet, it also compares to it in
separate aspects When John enters the new world, he sees many abnormalities that go against his beliefs, and
the citizens call him a savage because he is not one of them The first part of the book focuses on the
Bokanovasky and Podsnap Processes and how the embryos are produced in a factory-like setting with a
conveyer belt that carries cloned embryos through the building that will soon be conditioned depending on
their categories. Most likely, your instructor has many essays on roughly the same topics to read. Once that
structure becomes nonexistent, the individual becomes animal-like by depending on their innate, or more
savage skills to thrive in the world they find themselves in. He began his career as a satirist of the class system
he endured in England Huxley makes references in his book that would be abnormal or out of place in the 19th
century, however in the 21st century these topics are not uncommon As an African-American Civil Rights
activist, she fought for freedom and equal rights. How is sexuality represented in the novel? His work was
varied. How does the novel show the importance of diversity and individualism in society? Mustapha Mond,
the Controller, reiterates why the new world fixates on stability. Imagine if the rights, which activists fought
steadfastly to acquire, were taken away. Happiness, something we all search for in our unpredictable lives, for
some, happiness comes much faster and easier, but for many others, the notion of knowing that happiness is
just too far away from them ultimately causes the decision to make the only permanent escape and that is to
end their life just like poor Johnny boy. It increased efficiency and a basic standard of conformity among
products, therefore making the company a lot more successful. The society is being taught not to think about
change, follow orders, have a sexual life, and be happy by using soma. Is it better to feel fake happiness than
to experience the drudgeries that come with living a sober life. Unlike the citizens of the World State, John the
Savage is presented as one of the flawed characters we are able to relate to. It is a work of science fiction that
focuses on humans being born in a futuristic and artificial way. The novel was written 83 years ago and people
are still amazed by the content of the book. The title refers to what John anticipates and initially thinks about
the world outside the savage reservation. At one point in the novel, the savage asks the World Controller why
they do not just produce Alpha Plus humans if they have the possibility, but Mond replies that a stable society
needs an equilibrium of intelligent and stupid people, that in fact the perfect society is like an iceberg â€” with
one-ninth on top being very smart people and the broad mass being only conditioned to do their stupid work
and not ask questions. In Brave New World, citizens also presume the idea of happiness and the concept of
conditioning to know their true value in life. He struggles to hold on to his morals and his sense of justice
through the events of his lifetime. However there are certain similarities between the World State and our
society today. In the novel Brave New World by Aldous Huxley, the government has chosen to preserve the
interest of state and this dystopia is the result of mankind choosing the wrong faction in the conflict of interest.
Society today has created an image of what happiness entails, and now there are many different ways to try to
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achieve that image. The same goes for non-typical themes and motifs. There are personal effects in Aldous
Huxley life that contribute to what he has written in the book.


